
SACRIFICES 

Romans 12:1-21 

 

 It is helpful to see Paul’s letter to the church in Rome in three distinct sections.  The first 

eight chapters are generally recognized as doctrine-related discussions that describe the human 

condition and humanity’s relationship to the Creator.  Chapters nine through eleven almost seem 

parenthetical in that the focus is primarily on the differences and similarities of Jews and 

Gentiles and how these two groups come together in the New Covenant.  The last five chapters 

are said to be the practical applications to everyday life of the doctrinal truths found in the earlier 

parts of this letter. 

 Chapter twelve begins with the word “therefore” which (in light of the parenthetical 

nature of chapters nine through eleven) likely is related to the subject matter which was 

presented at the end of chapter eight.  When we glance back to chapter eight we see that God’s 

love is at work in the lives of those who love Him for the purpose of transforming us to be 

conformed to the likeness of Christ.  As was pointed out in the comments from chapter eight, this 

transformation begins in the very center of our being and works its way outward.  Our external 

frame (the physical body) is a different type of challenge with which we struggle (groan) because 

it is subject to urges and drives that are unique to the body.  However, for the whole man to 

experience “salvation” the “soma” (Greek for physical body) must also be impacted by what God 

is doing in us.  

 Paul ended chapter eight with an affirmation that God’s love will not be thwarted and that 

nothing can separate us from that love that is at work to bring about the transformation 

mentioned earlier.  We had also mentioned the need for our cooperation in the transformation 

process.  

 With that background, we can see that chapter twelve logically picks up where chapter 

eight ended.   

 

Offer Yourself - 12:1-2 
1 Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable 

to God, which is your spiritual service of worship. 2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by 

the renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and 

perfect.  Romans 12:1-2 (NASB95) 
 We concluded chapter eight with acknowledging that the physical body (soma) is to be 

included in this transforming salvation process that impacts our spirits and our souls.  What can 

we learn from “religious” practices of the past regarding physical things?  Both the theistic pagan 

and Israelite religions had similarities in that sacrifices of animals were significant things they 

did in their worship.   A general theme associated with theistic religions is a requirement of 

sacrifices that were used in the worship of God or gods.  It was important to offer sacrifices that 

were pleasing to God or the pagan gods.  Since Christianity found it origins in the interaction of 

Jehovah God with the descendants of Abraham (through Isaac), then we are somewhat familiar 

with the idea of sacrifices that was codified in the laws they observed.  

 As we saw in Romans chapter ten, Christ has been the goal to which the law had been 

pointing; and, since that goal has now been attained—Christ has come—the pursuit of the law 

and the required sacrifices of animals should now be at an end.  We could also point to Daniel 

9:27 where we see the prophecy that Christ would put an end to sacrifices.  If worship was so 

closely tied to sacrifices and sacrifices are no longer practiced since Christ died on the cross as 

the ultimate sacrifice, then how does a believer give expression to worship?  It is not overly 



simplistic to quote what Jesus told His disciples as we see in John 14:6 “I am the Way, the Truth, 

and the Life.  No one comes to the Father, but by Me.”  Most interpretations of this verse focus 

on the fact that Christ is our Mediator.  We could also make a case that Christ is our supreme, 

divine Example and we are to follow His example of the way He lived, learn and rely on the 

truth He proclaimed, and have the life that is born from above in us.   

 Even a cursory examination of His life, the truth He taught and the way He lived and died 

shows that it was all “sacrificial.”  So, the mention of ending “sacrifice and offering” was 

directed at the Old Covenant methods and concepts that involved the physical deaths of whatever 

was being offered to God.  Since these former things pointed to the New Covenant that Christ 

introduced and was ratified by the shedding of His blood on the Cross, we see that the “New” 

has a different outlook and application of the concept of “sacrifice and offering” compared to the 

“Old.”   

 Just as a reminder, the objective for every one of us is to be conformed to the likeness of 

Christ.  The redemption of the physical part of our being is needed since it is through the 

physical body that so much of our interaction with the world around us happens.  

 Paul recognized and reminded the Christians in Rome that it was only by the loving, 

empathetic, compassion of God that they would even be considering the question of “what did 

they need to do” to be participants in and benefit from what God had already been doing and 

working into them.  The first verb (action word) we see is “to present” something.  The idea of 

this word is “to place beside or near” as when one might “present” a gift to someone or (in the 

context of this passage) what a priest would do with a sacrificial offering made to a deity.   

 The offering then becomes the property of the one to whom the presentation was made.  

This is a ceding of ownership and in the “old” system of sacrificial offerings the object was 

killed (and burned) as part of the presentation process.  That would present a real problem in a 

literal application when we consider what Paul said we are to offer; that is, our bodies.  To avoid 

this problem (in the “new” system) the sacrifice is to be a “living” one.   

 The other descriptor of the “sacrifice” that Paul used is the word “holy.”  This simply 

means that once this presentation is made that the body is to be “set apart” for Godly purposes 

and use.  The idea of an offering being “acceptable to God” is likely a reference to the actions of 

the body being in accord with what God has revealed as acceptable behavior.  Many of the 

actions we recognize as acceptable behaviors are beneficial to the health and wellness of our 

physical being.   

 Paul concluded that such a presentation and dedication of our physical abilities and 

strengths makes completely logical (rational) sense considering what has happened in our spirits 

and what is going on in our souls.  This admonition is reasonable or logical since the life we have 

is from God.  If we wait to give our bodies to God only at the point of death, then we become as 

the servant in the parable of the talents who buried his talent.  That inaction was unacceptable.  

 With reference to the spiritual aspects of what is happening, we recall that in our 

salvation we are becoming kings and priest unto God.  We could even make a claim that we are 

acting in the role of a priest when we make the presentation of our bodies as living sacrifices.  In 

fact, Paul alluded to this idea in the use of the term that is translated as “service of worship.”  

The Greek word used here is not the service of a slave (dulos) or the service of a steward 

(diakanos) but is the service of a priest (latreia). 

 We typically quote Romans 12:2 as a general admonition of what is to be happening in 

the process we call sanctification that applies to our being conformed to the likeness and 

character of Christ.  However, in the context of the first verse regarding offering a living 



sacrifice, we see that Paul is cautioning them (and us) to not approach this (living sacrifice) in 

the same way other religions do or what they believed and practiced prior to being saved.  In 

other words, we need to have a different way of thinking about such sacrifices.   

 For example, many of the so-called “eastern religions” have a theme of avoiding the 

natural selfish drives and directing people’s attention to higher purposes.  Self-denial or 

asceticism is a means of achieving the greater good in these religions.  The greater good is often 

directed toward the elevation of the community over the individual.  The clear difference in what 

Christians are to do is that the “presentation” is not made to “humanity” (common good) but is 

made unto God.  Similarity, we have a tendency in our “western individualism” to avoid 

naturalistic selfish drives for the higher purpose of our own personal benefit (superficial 

moralism).  This could be evidence that the “presentation” is being made to ourselves (which 

would support the claim that we have become our own god).    

 In contrast to these “common good” approaches we know there were (and are) “theistic” 

approaches that have a focus on God (monotheism) or gods (polytheism).  The motive for 

“sacrificial offerings” in non-Christian approaches tend to be appeasement of the gods or God or 

a way to avoid punishment or to gain advantage.  These are basically selfish motivations.   

 The alternative that should result from the “renewing of our minds” is the following:  

Because of God’s many compassionate actions on our behalf that resulted when Christ came to 

fulfill the requirements of the law, we are strongly encouraged to acknowledge these benefits by 

expressions of worship in our daily lives.  In doing this we will see evidence (prove) that God’s 

way and will is “good, acceptable, and perfect.”   

 Since animal sacrifices are meaningless (in view of Christ’s perfect sacrifice of Himself), 

then we follow the example He set by offering up ourselves sacrificially in place of the legalistic 

animal sacrifices that were done prior to the coming of Christ.  Just as the letter of the law has 

been replaced by the spirit of the law, the physical sacrifices of bulls and goats have been 

replaced by the spiritual sacrifices of ourselves.    

 Christianity calls for us to take what we have been given (through God’s grace) into our 

daily lives and then to take it to all the world.  We all realize that Christianity involves our being 

born again and being a new creation in Christ.  The purpose of this salvation is so that we can 

carry out the good things that God wants done (Eph 2:10).  We are to go, we are to be, and we 

are to do.  Paul challenged us to not neglect the "action" component of our Christianity.  Even 

Jesus had warned the disciples of the foolishness of "hearing without doing."   

 The practical applications of yielding our bodies to be living sacrifices and renewing our 

minds was addressed by Paul with regard to the various things we do in our interactions with 

fellow Christians in the church and with others in the world around us.   

 

Use Your Gifts - 12:3-8 
3 For through the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think more highly of himself than he ought 

to think; but to think so as to have sound judgment, as God has allotted to each a measure of faith. 4 For just as we 

have many members in one body and all the members do not have the same function, 5 so we, who are many, are one 

body in Christ, and individually members one of another. 6 Since we have gifts that differ according to the grace 

given to us, each of us is to exercise them accordingly: if prophecy, according to the proportion of his faith; 7 if 

service, in his serving; or he who teaches, in his teaching; 8 or he who exhorts, in his exhortation; he who gives, with 

liberality; he who leads, with diligence; he who shows mercy, with cheerfulness.  Romans 12:3-8 (NASB95) 

 A good starting point for changing the way we think (transforming our minds) is in 

regard to our opinion of ourselves.   One of the problems the Israelites had in executing their 

trusteeship of God’s plan of salvation was that of pride.  They saw themselves as “God’s chosen 

people,” which they were.  However, in seeing this, they concluded that somehow they deserved 



it rather than it being a result of the grace of God.  This grace and mercy of God include not only 

biological Israel but all who will believe.  The potential for such erroneous thinking is always 

present even among Gentile believers and Paul was dealing with this when he was in Corinth at 

the time he wrote this letter to the church in Rome.  A sobering question (related to this issue) 

that Paul had posed to the Corinthian church is seen in 1 Cor 4:7 is “what do you have that you 

did not received?”     

 We need to be diligent and watchful to not let the same kind of pride come into our lives.  

That which we possess, we have by the grace of God and these resources were chosen by Him 

and given to each person for specific purposes in accomplishing the will of God.  The conclusion 

is that the gifts (resources) that God has given us are not because we deserve it or even choose it.  

Also, these resources (gifts) are to be properly used to carry out the purposes of God – not our 

own purposes.  God has the oversight of what He is doing in the Church and He has preordained 

the “good works” that need to be done (Eph 2:10).  He has given to each Christian a measure of 

faith and a corresponding job in which to exercise that faith.  Since that is the case, then we need 

to be about doing the job we have been “gifted” and, therefore, assigned to do.  The 

consequences of failure to exercise sound judgment in our call-to-ministry response can be 

equally negative if we fail to act from neglect or if we overly react and presume to have a gift 

and calling that is not ours.   

 Paul mentioned several ministries that are necessary for the functioning of the church:  

prophecy, helping others, teaching, encouraging, giving, leading, and showing compassion.  

These are some examples of the functions or ministries in the church.  These various ministries 

are ways in which the transformed lives of believers find practical expression in the community 

of faith and even to those whom we encounter outside of the church.   

 There are several ways to consider these examples of various ministries.  We could group 

them into two categories.  One category would include those ministries requiring special spiritual 

endowments such as prophecy, teaching, and leading.  The other category would include those 

ministries that anyone could do such as being helpful, being encouraging, sharing what we have 

with others (giving) and showing compassion.  Another view is that even those ministries in the 

first group could be done to some extent by all Christians.  For example, if prophecy is simply 

the process of conveying to other Christians some insight that God has given us with regard to 

His word, then anyone who is serious about learning the word of God has the ability to 

participate in this ministry.  The same could be said about teaching.  Since teaching can be 

defined as transmission of Christian doctrine, then most of us know enough that we could do that 

and even new Christians should be able to tell someone else what he believes.  Sometimes we 

tend to think of “leaders” as being some especially talented individuals who can inspire others to 

take action.  The truth of the matter is that we all lead by example and have influence on others 

whether we intend to or not.  The point is that all of us can participate in all these areas of 

ministries to some extent.  Admittedly, some may be better equipped to lead or teach or even 

show compassion, but we should be doing the complete set of various ministries as the needs 

arise and do what we can in accordance with the ability that God has given us.  The key to 

success in whatever we do – whether we are especially good at it or not, is to do it from the right 

motivation.   

 

Live Authentically – 12:9-13 
9 Let love be without hypocrisy. Abhor what is evil; cling to what is good. 10 Be devoted to one another in brotherly 

love; give preference to one another in honor; 11 not lagging behind in diligence, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord; 12 

rejoicing in hope, persevering in tribulation, devoted to prayer, 13 contributing to the needs of the saints, practicing 



hospitality.  Romans 12:9-13 (NASB95) 

 There are both function and form in ministry.  There is the question of “what” to do and 

of “how” to do it.  Paul had already begun to touch on the question of form in the previous 

verses.  Our giving should be with simplicity (rather than fanfare), our leading should be with 

diligence and the outworking of our compassion should be with cheerfulness. 

 If we are going to show love to someone, it needs to be sincere.  People are turned off by 

insincerity.  We have to learn that we cannot be effective in ministry for the cause of Christ if we 

do not take a stand against what is wrong in the world and take a stand for what is right.  A 

person who will not speak out against abortion, pornography, illegal drugs, illicit and perverse 

sex, and other obvious wrongs and will not speak out in favor of the right and good is not going 

to be effective in bringing people into the kingdom of God.   

 A good perspective to keep in mind is that, in the church, we are to recognize each other 

as part of God's family.  We are brothers and sisters in Christ and ought to treat each other with 

genuine unselfish love.  This kind of love leaves no room for jealously with regard to the 

recognition others receive.  In fact, we ought to be part of the process of recognizing and 

reinforcing the good that others do. 

 While we are to be devoted to each other and show this devotion by mutually ministering 

to each other’s needs, we need to keep in mind that we are bond servants (doulos) of the Lord.  

One of the ways that we serve the Lord is by ministering to others.  Just as Paul admonished the 

church at Colossae to do the work of ministry as unto the Lord, Paul sent the same message to 

the church at Rome.  When we find opportunity to minister in the church, we are to carry out that 

work in such a way that gives evidence that we are enthusiastic about it.  Sometimes people 

volunteer to get involved in a ministry and they are half-hearted about it and treat it as a burden 

rather than an opportunity.  Paul used a word (zeo) that is translated as “fervent” which implies 

that we need to be “on fire” for the Lord.  Nowadays we find that in order to get some people 

involved to do anything, then it is necessary to “light a fire under them” when what is needed is 

for there to be a fire within them.   

 Paul continued with his list of attributes that should characterize those who are alive in 

Christ.  Too often the world tends to think of Christians as a group of killjoys who are sour in 

their disposition.  It makes you wonder where that idea comes from!  If there is any group of 

people on this earth who should be filled with joy because of the sure promises we have, it is 

Christians.  This joy should be evident even in the midst of trying circumstances.  Our hope is 

not based on the present problems but points to the future victory that will be ours in Christ.  

Maybe we don’t see much evidence of joy and persevering because the devotion to prayer is not 

what it should be among Christians.   

 Taking care of family members when they are hurting and need help is an expectation 

that should be obvious to people.  You probably know of situations where this is not done in 

families.  Sometimes there are good reasons to not help, but generally helping is the right thing 

to do.  We have situations in our church where families fall on hard time and the church 

collectively or individual members provide financial assistance.  It doesn’t always need to be 

financial assistance in order to be helpful toward others.  Taking food to a family in crisis 

situations, helping someone when they are moving, mowing the grass for someone who is not 

physically able are some examples of contributing to the needs of the saints.   

 The ways we can effectively show love toward each other are many and, if we want to be 

creative, we could go beyond the many ways Paul mentioned.  Showing hospitality to others can 

lead to a lot of different ways to express this ministry.  

 



Be at Peace – 12:14-18   
14 Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. 15 Rejoice with those who rejoice, and weep with those 

who weep. 16 Be of the same mind toward one another; do not be haughty in mind, but associate with the lowly. Do 

not be wise in your own estimation. 17 Never pay back evil for evil to anyone. Respect what is right in the sight of all 

men. 18 If possible, so far as it depends on you, be at peace with all men.   Romans 12:14-18 (NASB95) 
 In verse 14 we see Paul’s admonition to bless those who persecute you.  This verse seems 

to apply to our interaction with those outside of the body of believers and some commentators 

think it really points ahead to the next group of verses that do address relationship with those 

who are not in the church.  Although it should not be, there may arise situations where some will 

feel that they are being unfairly treated by their fellow Christians.  We must always follow the 

example and teachings of Christ in whatever setting we find ourselves being persecuted.  We are 

to bless and not make the situation worse by creating hard feeling by responding harshly to 

others.   

 If we are in Christ and are at one with Him, then we should be at one with each other.  

We are all part of the same body, then when one hurts, all hurt.  We should care so much for 

each other that we can rejoice when a brother or sister is successful and not be jealous or 

envious.  Maybe a good descriptive word for this is rapport (mutual understanding and trust) or 

maybe sympathy (not in the sense of feeling sorry for someone but in the sense of feeling the 

same thing they feel).   

 It is relatively easy to show kindness and compassion with our brothers and sisters in 

Christ especially if we love them and sense that they have love for us.  When we venture out into 

the world and encounter people who do not have the same mind set as those in the church, then 

we are sometimes shocked by the tendency of people to be rude, disrespectful, lying, cheating, 

and mean spirited.  All too often, we hear and see situations in which a Christian’s response is 

more influenced by the way other treat him or her rather than responding in accordance with the 

life and teachings of Christ.   

 The things we do outside of church speak of the influence the Christian life has on us.  It 

is a witness which will be either good or bad.  Being lazy and slipshod in the way we conduct 

our lives does not speak well of us or of Christianity.  Enthusiasm in what we do as we serve the 

Lord will make life more enjoyable for ourselves as well as those with whom we are working.   

 

Show Kindness – 12:19-21 
19 Never take your own revenge, beloved, but leave room for the wrath of God, for it is written, “VENGEANCE IS 

MINE, I WILL REPAY,” says the Lord. 20 “BUT IF YOUR ENEMY IS HUNGRY, FEED HIM, AND IF HE IS THIRSTY, GIVE HIM 

A DRINK; FOR IN SO DOING YOU WILL HEAP BURNING COALS ON HIS HEAD.” 21 Do not be overcome by evil, but 

overcome evil with good.  Romans 12:19-21 (NASB95) 

 The way we respond to various situations has an impact on our ability to effectively 

minister to others.  If we are upbeat and joyful we project to others that we really do believe the 

promises of God.  If we are patient in times of testing, it shows we do believe God is in control.  

If we share what we have with others in their need, it shows we do believe that the earth is the 

Lord's and that we are stewards of the abundance of His grace.  If we go the second mile and turn 

the other cheek, bless and not curse, then we show we believe that Jesus was "on target" in His 

Sermon on the Mount.   

 Our attitudes and our actions will be impacted and will provide evidence to the lost and 

dying world around us (as well to ourselves) that we are living a life that is pleasing to God.  We 

never regret being gracious.      


